A method to analyze 2-dimensional daily radiotherapy portal images from an on-line fiber-optic imaging system.
On-line radiotherapy imaging systems allow convenient treatment verification and generate a wealth of data. Quantitative analysis of data will provide important information about the nature of treatment variations. Using an inhouse fiber-optic imaging system to acquire daily portal images for five patients, we have developed a method to analyze the cumulative positional variation of blocks in the 2-dimensional images. For each beam arrangement used to treat a particular patient, a reference portal image was established. All other images for that patient were registered with respect to the anatomical landmarks visible on the reference image. Two-dimensional frequency distributions describing the overlap of the blocks during the course of treatment were then calculated and superimposed on the reference image. Results of the analysis show positional and quantitative information about the daily variation in block placement, and appeared to be site-dependent. Long term verification studies using on-line imaging systems will be important in the understanding of treatment uncertainties.